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ASSEMBLY

1 I Position both assembly stands at the desired loca-
tion of the table, that way, that the bases of the stands 
touch each other.

2 I Remove the 8 wood screws (Spax) according to the 
marking “     “ at the wooden bars of  the transport box.
ATTENTION Under no circumstances loosen the  
4 cylinder head screws (see marked as “     “), otherwise 
the extension frame will fall down in the box and will 
suffer irreparable damage! 

3 I Raise the extension frame from the transport box 
and slew it from above with the connecting wood bars 
out of the box and place it carefully on the assembly 
stands.
Remove the packing protection from the extension top 
and remove the connecting bars from the extension 
frame.

1460 FONTANA - STONE AND WOOD
 
CONTENT OF DELIVERY 
(remains with the customer)
 
- 1 pre-assemble extension frame 
   incl. the threefold extension top
- 2 main table tops
- 2 leg frames or 2 side walls
- 10 countersunk screws M8 x 20 mm
- 4 countersunk screws M10 x 30 mm
- 4 countersunk screws M10 x 55 mm
- material information
Remaining with the dealer/technician - on first delivery:  
two assembly stands

PERSONS REQUIRED FOR ASSEMBLY: MIN. 2 PERSONS, RECOMMENDED ARE 4 PERSONS



4 I Assemble the legs or side walls as per the color 
marks on both sides.

5 I Lift the assembled pedestal at one side and remove 
both assembly stands. Cut-off both transport locks 
(cable straps) at the underside of the table.

6 I Remove the transportation foam between the folded 
tops, by pulling them a little bit upwards and take away 
the foam.

7 I Pull –out one side of the frame to the stop. While doing 
this the integrated three folded tops will unfold automa- 
tically. Close now the extension frame by approx. 2,5 cm.
NOTE You will hear it latch.

8 I Unpack the first main table top and put it, according 
to the colored marks, first diagonally to the extension 
top, and put it  then carefully on the frame. 

ASSEMBLY



9 I Please pay attention that the four protruding  
cylinder heads at the table top will fit into the holes  
into the extension frame.

10 I Screw-in first the short countersunk screws 
M10 x 30 mm at the outer side of the frame, then the 
long countersunk screws M10 x 55 mm at the inner 
side of the frame, but not yet tighten them.
SHORT for outside, LONG for inside
Please continue the same way with the second main 
table top.

11 I Push all table tops firmly together and align the 
main table tops to the threefold extension. Please take 
care that you will have no gaps between the tops and 
no mismatches of the table top.

13 I Operate the table by pulling out one main table top and the threefold extension will lower  
automatically. 
ATTENTION Please do not close the main table tops, until the threefold extensions are  
completely lowered, as otherwise there will be the risk of collision of the table tops.  
Pull together the main table tops carefully until you have a gap of approx. 1 cm and check  
the height of the table tops and the gap dimensions.
 
Now the table is ready assembled.

12 I Now fully tighten both short countersunk screws  
M10 x 30 mm and then the long ones  M10 x 55 mm  
at each main table top. 



OPERATION  
In order to extend the table, pull one of the two main table tops until the three integrated  
extension tops lift automatically. Close the table by pushing the table tops together again.

The table can again be downsized by pulling at one of the both main table tops, in order  
to lower again the threefold extension.
ATTENTION Please do not close the main table tops, until the threefold extension is  
completely lowered, as otherwise there will be the risk of collision of the table tops. 
No objects may remain on the folding top.

HAZARD WARNING
Do not reach into the mechanism or between the fold tops.  
There is highest risk of crushing injuries!

Further information on the back side.
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ADJUSTMENT BECAUSE OF UNEVEN FLOORS 
When the table tops are slanting diagonally to each 
other, the floor is uneven. The frame is adjustable.  
Loosen the fixing screws of the legs or side walls at  
the lower side of a top (No. 1) and screw-in the adja-
cent threaded pins  (No. 2). The frame will be lifted.

Push the frame with the threaded pins upwards until  
the main table tops are nearly even and  tighten again 
the fixing screws. Please continue diagonally at the 
counter side, in order not to bend the frame at one  
side too much.
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PFLEGE
Der Tisch und seine Faltmechanik sind war- 
tungsfrei. Sollten sich im Laufe der Zeit die  
Auszugplatten nicht öffnen lassen, ist ein 
Schmieren der Achsen mit einem handels- 
üblichen Sprühöl möglich. Hierzu gibt es 
eine gesonderte Anleitung, die auf Wunsch 
gerne zugesandt werden kann. Zur Pflege der 
jeweiligen Plattenart beachten Sie bitte die 
entsprechende Materialinformation.

STANDORTWECHSEL
Beim Standortwechsel eines komplett mon-
tierten Tisches niemals am überstehenden 
Plattenrand tragen. Bei Steinplatten besteht 
die Gefahr des Plattenbruches. Verwenden Sie 
hierzu Tragehölzer, die innerhalb der Beine 
oder Wangen unter den Rahmen fassen.

UMZUG
Demontieren Sie den Tisch in umgekehrter 
Reihenfolge. 
ACHTUNG Die dreigeteilte Faltplatte darf  
vom Unterbau nicht demontiert werden!  
Die Grundeinstellung des Tisches geht sonst 
verloren.
Die beiden Hauptplatten müssen separat vom 
Unterbau transportiert werden. Achten Sie 
darauf, dass die einzelnen Platten immer nur 
stehend mit entsprechendem Kantenschutz 
transportiert werden.  
Liegender Transport führt zum Plattenbruch!

CARE
The table and its folding mechanism are main-
tenance–free. Should, in the course of time, the 
extension tops may not be opened any more, 
the shafts may be lubricated with a commercial 
spray oil. For this we offer a special instruction 
manual, which we may send you on request.
In regard to the care of the various kinds of 
stone tops, please see the corresponding 
material information.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MOVING THE TABLE
For moving a completely assembled table, 
never carry the table by the projecting edge.
The stone tops may break. Please use wooden 
bars, which are located between the legs or 
side walls under the frame.

REMOVAL
Disassemble the table in reverse order. 
ATTENTION The three-fold extension top 
may not be disassembled from the extension 
frame! Otherwise the basic setting of the table 
will get lost. 
Both main tops must be transported separately 
from the extension frame. Please take care that 
the single table tops will always be transported 
in upright position and with the according 
edge protection.  
A horizontal transport inevitably leads to a 
breakage of the table tops.


